KA MAKAHIKI: List #3

1. Pleiades (the Western name for the constellation Makaliʻi)
2. lei hulu (feather lei; which hang on the keʻa or crosspiece of Lono’s image)
3. Kaʻupu (a type of bird whose skins hang on the keʻa or crosspiece of Lono’s image)

4. mokomoko (boxing)
5. hākōkō (wrestling)
6. kūkīni (running; foot racing)
7. kahua (a large open field for playing games)
8. 'Au (swimming)
9. heʻe nalu (surfing)
10. heihei waʻa (canoe racing)
11. luʻu (diving)
12. kōnane (checkers)
13. hei (string figures)
14. palaʻie (loop and ball game)
15. ʻōlelo nane (riddles)
16. ʻōlelo nōʻeau (proverbs)